Dynamic lighting
Documentation of settings
To achieve the optimum operating conditions with the least energy consumption and the least wear to
ballasts and light sources, it is very important that the various time settings and lighting levels are adjusted to
suit each installation. These settings should be documented to assist in maintaining and servicing the
installation in the future.

Premises
Premises/area: …………………………………………………..………………………..
Detection method:

IR detection

Acoustic detection

Detector placement: ………………………………………………………………………
Ballast in light fittings:

Analogue 1–10 V

Digital DSI

Lighting levels
Planned lighting levels:

Maximum lighting: …….…..% (often 80%)
Night lighting: ……..….% (possible lower setting at night)
Base lighting: ……....% (often lowest possible, 1%)

Lighting times
Planned lighting periods:

Detector delay: ……………... min.
Guide value = normal passage time + 15 sec. Affects
time at max. light level, set at detector.

Base lighting period after last detection of presence: ……..hrs. …...…min.
Affects time for weak base lighting. Set at level selector or on channel B for acoustic detector (AD500/600). A
long time means lighting is switched on less often each day; a short time means lighting is switched on more
often. Recommended time is 1–2 hours.

Adjusting lighting levels:
The base lighting (blue potentiometer in level selector) is set
to the lowest possible lighting level that the ballast allows,
unless there are special reasons to choose a higher level.
If there is the option to set a night lighting level (NV-4T)
this is set to the desired level using the red knob marked
“natt” (night).
Analogue: 7.5 V with 1–10 V control range gives approx.
80% of maximum lighting output (red knob).
Digital DSI: Adjusting the lighting levels should be done by
using a lux meter:
See also the manual for each product for adjusting
of levels and times.

Component list:

………………………………….
………………………………….
………………………………….
………………………………….
………………………………….

Comments: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Installer: ……………………… Date: ……… Documentation filed at: …………………….………….........
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Dynamic lighting control
The term dynamic lighting control means that the
lighting adapts automatically, in other words it
adapts to the level of activity in the premises. You
can forget about timing channels, switch-off pulses
and timers, and instead let people determine when
lighting is switched on and off and what level of
lighting is required simply by their presence.
Dynamic lighting control not only saves energy,
it also regulates ballasts and light sources in a
gentler manner that greatly reduces maintenance
requirements.
In order for the system to save energy and
minimise maintenance as much as possible it is
very important that all times and levels are set
correctly. A report is provided for this purpose under
the heading “Manuals” on our website at
www.extronic.se.

The document is called: “Form for documentation”.
This document should be completed and handed
over to the client as a quality document to show
that the recommended times and levels have been
set according to the specified recommendations.
Two “Switch-on/Dim/Switch-off” diagrams are
shown below to illustrate which controls affect times
and levels. One is explanatory, while the other
shows what effect the different controls have. It is
important that the time after last detection is set at
two hours. Many people believe that 15 minutes is
enough, but this can have a drastic effect on light
source life. If the time after last detection is set at
15 minutes it could mean that the lighting is
switched on four times each hour, or over 30 times
per day!
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